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In South America the Orinoco and Amazon plains form a far large
portion of the northern part of the continent than does the Patagonian
plain of the part south of latitude 40°. In Africa, extensive lowlands
prevail in the north, whereas practically the whole southern quarter forms
a high plateau. Even in Australia the only high mountains, the so-called
Australian Alps, are located in the southeastern province, Victoria.
Another conspicuous fact is that each continent comprises two main
mountain systems with a plain or plateau between them. The Pacific
side of the continents tends to be bordered by young, high mountains,
while the Atlantic and Arctic sides are bordered by older, more subdued
mountains. Again, the general rule is that in high latitudes the seacoasts
of all continents are drowned to such an extent that they are fringed with
islands in large number, and are deeply indented with fiords, bays, and
gulfs of all shapes and sizes.
A Review of Countries
Our primary purpose in this chapter is to refresh our memories as to
certain basic but half-forgotten facts learned in the grade school. Although
maps are the basis of geography, they are of little use unless studied so
carefully that we know where countries, rivers, seas, mountains, and cities
are located. Accordingly three chapters are here devoted to a brief study
of some of the most important facts about the world's main countries.
The chapters should be read with constant reference to the appropriate
railroad map at the end of the book and with a relief map from a good atlas
at hand.* *
English-Speaking North America
Alaska. Although Alaska is not a separate country politically, it is
a distinct unit geographically. On a relief map in your atlas or on
the wall notice how the northern continuation of the Rocky Mountains
separates Alaska from the great northern plain of Canada. West of this,
in Alaska itself, mountain ranges on both sides, with the Yukon lowland
between them, present the standard features of a continent on a small
*In these chapters each main political division is described separately, but this does
not apply to states and provinces. Non-suburban cities of more than 100,000 population
in the United States, Canada, and Mexico, and of more than 200,000 elsewhere are men-
tioned in addition to the main physical features. The main objective is to remind the
readers of the general geographic quality of each region and to mention names which a
well-informed person ought to know. The more familiar parts of the world receive
relatively shorter treatment than those that are less familiar but important. Every student
ought to have an atlas and study it intensively. These chapters can most profitably be read
with a physical wall map before one.

